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Abstract—In this work we propose a novel inter-cell interfer-
ence coordination (ICIC) and resource allocation method. Our
aim is to maximize the rate of the worst performing user in all
cells. We solve the problem in two phases, inter-cell and intra-
cell resource management: first we define an ICIC scheme called
interference concentration (ICon) in order to manage resources
across cells, then each cell independently performs resource
allocation to its users while meeting the constraints imposed by
ICon. Finally, we adapt the ICIC method in order to balance the
performance achieved in neighboring cells. Differently than Soft
Frequency Reuse (SFR), ICon assigns received interference power
limits, or the Interference Power Profiles (IPPs) rather than
transmit power limits. The IPP determines the interference level
the cell tolerates on each band. The intuition behind this change is
that the interference to a given cell can be concentrated on a small
band, resulting in more efficient use of bandwidth. In the intra-
cell resource management phase, each cell allocates power and
sub-bands to its users given their location in the cell, maximizing
the minimum rate such that the IPP of none of its neighboring
cells is violated. In order to balance the performance across all
cells we use gradient-like updates to IPPs of cells. Finally we
simulate an LTE-like system and compare the performance of
our method with reuse 1, static FFR and SFR with proportionally
fair scheduling of users in each cell. Static ICon achieves 18%
higher 5 percentile rate than reuse 1 which was the best of these
methods. Adaptive ICon is found to converge almost immediately,
and adds an additional 11% to this gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aim in this work is to allocate resources to users for
uplink transmission in a 2-D multi-cell OFDMA network,
maximizing minimum rate achieved by any user. The
solution can be directly applied to improving cell edge user
performance in OFDMA based networks such as Long Term
Evolution (LTE) of 3G [1] and WiMAX [2].
The problem of joint optimum channel and power
assignment to interfering sources is NP-hard, and a non-
convex mixed integer programming problem [3]. The only
way to find the global optimum is exhaustive search, namely,
for each possible channel assignment, the optimum power
allocation has to be found. Therefore further simplification of
the problem is required.
One approach is to allow each user to independently find its
own allocation, while taking the interference it causes to others
as a cost, which can be communicated between the neighbors.
This idea has been used in many of the game theoretic
resource allocation methods [4] [5]. However the solution
the system reaches at equilibrium is unlikely to be the global
optimum, and in fact may be far from it [6]. However, for
ad hoc communication this approach might be the only option.
When the network has a known, fixed structure however,
a better approach is to exploit this knowledge in order to
simplify the problem. For example, for cellular networks
this approach will be as follows. A predetermined Inter-Cell
Interference Coordination (ICIC) rule can be found for the
given network parameters, i.e., cell size, transmit powers,
cell load, etc. The ICIC determines the inter-cell resource
management [1]. Then each cell can independently schedule
its users, for example using frame by frame Proportionally
Fair (PF) scheduling [7], while following the inter-cell
interference rules.
In this work we are proposing a two phase solution:
the ICIC adaptation phase (i.e. Interference Concentration
(ICon)) and intra-cell scheduling phase. At each iteration
of ICon, inter-cell resource management is found, given the
performance achieved in each cell in the previous iteration.
Then, having fixed the the inter-cell resource management,
intra-cell scheduling problem becomes a linear programming
problem for which fast and simple solutions exist [8].
The idea behind the two phase approach is that when the
inter-cell resource management rule is found and optimized
using communication theory and experiments, the solution
space of the original NP-hard problem is limited to the
most reasonable options. And although global optimality is
not guaranteed in this method either, it greatly reduces the
problem size and complexity.
• We first propose ICon, a novel inter-cell resource
management method based on defining Interference
Power Profiles (IPPs) for cells. The IPP defines a limit
to received interference on each sub-band, which the
neighboring cells are obliged to meet. An example is
given in Figure 1. The idea is that if the high interference
causing users from all neighboring cells are concentrated
on the same band, the bandwidth will be used more
efficiently.
• In order to balance performance across cells, ICon
is made adaptable. At each ICIC adaptation time,
cells broadcast the average utility they achieved in the
previous period (e.g. over the X2 interface in LTE). Then
each cell updates the IPP it imposes on its neighbors,
given its performance relative to theirs. Each cell loosens
its IPP requirements for neighbors that have worse
performance than itself, and tightens it for neighbors
that perform better.
• In the Intra-cell scheduling phase each cell finds the
transmit power limits for each user on each sub-band
such that none of its neighbors’ IPPs is violated. This is
easily done using channel gains between each user and
the neighboring base stations (BSs), which is available at
each user given pilots from neighboring BSs, assuming
channel reciprocity holds (available in LTE for use in
hand-off). Once the maximum transmit powers are found
for each user on each sub-band, a linear optimization
problem can be solved by each base station in order to
allocate channels to its users, maximizing the minimum
rate in the cell. This can be updated frequently since
linear optimization problems are efficiently solved.
Our contributions in this work are twofold. First is that
we propose a novel inter-cell interference management
scheme based on interference concentration (i.e. ICon). ICon
outperforms the common ICIC methods in cell edge user
performance, it is simple to implement, easily adaptable, and
can be applied to all OFDMA-based networks. Secondly,
we combine ICon with inter-cell resource optimization and
propose a two phase solution that adaptively improves the
global performance of the network.
The rest of the paper is as follows. Related work will be
presented in Section II. We define the optimization problem
we aim to solve in Section III and propose our ICIC and
intra-cell scheduling method. In Section IV we propose
the adaptive ICIC method. The simulations are reported in
Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
An example of a common ICIC method is Fractional
Frequency Reuse (FFR) [9] [10]. In FFR, the bandwidth
is partitioned into two sections each with a different reuse
factor. Commonly one partition has frequency reuse of 1
and the rest reuse of 3. The partition with reuse 1 is used
for users in the inner circle of each cell which cause little
interference to other cells. On the other hand the bordering
users of each cell are assigned the reuse 3 bands, which
are not used in any of the first tier neighbors of the cell.
The performance of this method depends on the level of
interference coupling between cells. In low coupling, FFR
would only cause low spectral efficiency and not much
gain compared with reuse 1. Additionally, since part of the
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Fig. 1. An example of Interference Power Profiles (IPPs) set by ICon method
for cell types 1 and 2 in a hexagonal cellular network. f∗i s are the starting
subbands for the High Interference Region (HIR) of each cell type. CuHIR is
the number of subbands in HIR, and can be any value between 0 and CBW .
spectrum is used with reuse of 3, spectral efficiency is low
and the peak rate is less than that of reuse 1 [11] [12] [13] [14].
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Fig. 2. Transmit power profiles for each cell type in a hexagonal cellular
network, using SFR. The colored section of each cell only has access to the
parts of the spectrum with the matching color, the inner sections of cells have
access to the whole spectrum.
Another common ICIC method is Soft Frequency Reuse
(SFR). In this method frequency is reused in every cell,
however each cell is assigned a transmit power profile, with
complementary patterns across neighboring cells, as shown
in Figure 2 [15] [12].
An interesting ICIC method which was recently proposed
is the inverted reuse scheme [16], [17]. In inverted reuse,
users are restricted to a given transmit power profile, if they
are found to be sufficiently close to a given cell. To find
sufficiently close users, a threshold is used for the path loss
difference between the serving BS and the neighboring BS.
Since all users in all cells neighboring a cell will be given
the same power profile, the received interference at the cell
will be concentrated as given by that power profile. Our
proposed ICIC scheme uses a similar idea as the inverted
reuse, that is to shape the interference of a cell. However,
we directly define an interference power profile (IPP) for
each cell which allows for more direct and intuitive adaptation.
The work in [18] also uses the idea of assigning interference
profiles for uplink ICIC using Overload Indicators (OIs)
defined by 3gpp for LTE of 3G. Fixed interference profiles
similar to transmit power profiles in SFR are assigned to
cells. This work requires each cell to identify the high
interference users in the nearby cells, and therefore requires
more processing and inter-cell communication.
For inter-cell resource allocation, Proportionally Fair (PF)
scheduling is a common method for LTE. This method is
simple to implement and can be modified to achieve different
levels of fairness [7]. Additionally for single cell OFDM
networks, the optimal allocation of power per subband per
user is found to be a convex optimization problem [3],
solvable in polynomial time.
III. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
We consider a 2-D multi-cell network with OFDMA multi-
ple access scheme. Users in each cell are allocated resources
by the scheduler located in the cell base station for uplink
communication. The resources to assign are power and channel
allocation to each user. Each of the independent orthogonal
channels are assumed to be Gaussian and interference is con-
sidered to be equivalent to noise in terms of channel capacity.
The variables to find are each user’s transmit power spectral
density for each channel, pi,c and channel assignment, ai,c
which is a binary array. We assume no intra cell interference.
The following rate is achieved for user i in cell k:
Ri,k =
C∑
c=1
ai,c.Bc. log2
(
1 +
pi,c.gik
N0.Bc +
∑K
u=1,u6=k P
I
ukc
)
,
(1)
where gik is the channel gain from user i to receiver of
cell k, Bc is the bandwidth of channel c. N0 is the noise
power and P Iukc is the received interference power from cell
u to cell k on channel c. Namely, P Iukc =
∑
j∈Xu aj,c.pj,c.gjk.
Maximize
a,p
min
i,k
(Ri,k) (2)∑
i∈k
ai,c = 1, ai,c ∈ {0, 1} ∀k
PMIN ≤ pi,k ≤ PMAX , ∀i, k
where Ri,k is given as Eq. (1). This problem is NP-hard for
(C > 1) [3]. NP hardness of (2) means that optimality of
any solution cannot be guaranteed unless with exhaustive
search over all possible solutions. Therefore we can only use
intuition and solutions that are experimentally proven to be
effective to simplify the problem.
To do this, we first devise a new inter-cell interference
coordination method, ICon, in order to decouple the inter-cell
resource allocation problem from the intra-cell scheduling.
The intra-cell scheduling problem will consist of assigning
maximum allowed power to users without violating the IPPs
set by ICon, and solving a linear optimization problem in
order to assign subbands to users. ICon can then be adapted
in order to increase the overall network utility.
A. ICon
Each cell is given an IPP which neighboring cells are
required to respect, as shown in Figure 1. High Interference
Region (HIR) is the section of frequency band that allows high
levels of interference for each cell, as shown in the figure.
We assume Ph is set to allow maximum transmit power for
bordering cells on the HIR. Depending on the type of each
cell, the HIR starts at a given subband, f∗i . There are two
design parameters for the IPP,
Pul : Interference power limit on low interference sub-bands
and
CuHIR : Number of sub-bands in HIR.
These parameters are assumed to be known if the network
structure is known. Then, for each channel and each user, the
maximum power that does not violate any of the neighbors’
Interference Profile (IPP) should be found.
pmaxi,c = min( min
u,u 6=k
Iu(c)
giu
, PMAX) (3)
where Iu(c) is the value of IPP of cell u at channel c,
and giu is the channel gain from user i to base station of
cell u. This can be found by the user from pilots from
neighboring base stations, if we assume channel reciprocity,
and can be transmitted to BS of cell k (this information
is also available in the UEs in cellular networks for handover).
The number of sub-bands in HIR, i.e. CuHIR, can be as
high as CBW , meaning that equal high interference is allowed
on all bands, or can be very small, concentrating all the
interference on a small band. Furthermore, since CuHIR can
be set individually for each cell (or modified adaptively as
proposed in Section IV) our IPP can easily be adapted given
the load in each cell. This is in contrast with FFR and SFR
where the frequency divisions are generally not modifiable,
although the load on each frequency section can be set
individually in each cell. Additionally, ICon essentially merely
imposes transmit power limits for users on different subbands
based on their location in the cell, therefore resource allocation
to users can be performed independently, unlike FFR and SFR
where users are assigned to bands depending on their location.
B. Channel and power assignment in each cell
In this section we find the power assignment and channel
allocation for cell k. In each cell the the scheduler is located
at the base station. In the previous section, we fixed the
maximum interference levels on each channel in each cell,
given by the IPP of a cell. We now approximate Problem (2)
by assuming P Iukc to be constant during a scheduling period.
This approximation results in Problem (2) becoming separable
and solved in each cell. Then if ai,c is relaxed to be real valued,
(i.e. the optimization problem will be solved every T frame
lengths, and the ai,c will be rounded), Problem (2) becomes
separable into the following optimization problems in each cell
k:
Maximize
a,p
t (4)
t ≤
C∑
c=1
ai,c.Bc. log2
(
1 +
pi,c.gik
N0.Bc + P Ikc
)
∀i∑
i∈k
ai,c = T, 0 ≤ ai,c ≤ T
PMIN ≤ pi,k ≤ pmaxi,c , ∀i
where P Ikc is the total interference power received at cell k
at subband c. We can further simplify the problem by noting
that the optimum transmit power for this modified problem is
simply the maximum transmit power allowed for each user, i.e.
p∗i,c = p
max
i,c . Then the problem becomes a linear programming
problem in a:
Maximize
a
t (5)
t ≤
C∑
c=1
ai,c.Bc. log2
(
1 +
pmaxi,c .gik
N0.Bc + P Ikc
)
∀i∑
i∈k
ai,c = T, 0 ≤ ai,c ≤ T
which has efficient solutions [8]. In the simulations we solve
the optimization problem once every 10 frames, i.e. T = 10.
There are two issues with problem (5). One is that since
all cells are solving this problem separately, P Ikc is not going
to be constant during the scheduling period. Second, is that
even if the interference is constant in a scheduling period,
optimizing the resources individually in each cell does not
guarantee convergence to the global optimum.
To circumvent these issues we propose the following. One,
we define average interference, P¯ Ikc as an average of the
previous NT scheduling periods which updates as follows:
P¯ Ikc(t) = (
1
NT
).P Ikc(t) + (1−
1
NT
).P¯ Ikc(t− 1)
This will be slow changing in one scheduling period. We use
this value instead of the instantaneous P Ikc(t) to estimate the
achievable rate in the next scheduling period. Secondly, by
setting an interference power profile (IPP) for each cell in
the ICIC phase, we steer the problem towards better global
solutions, although global optimality is not guaranteed.
IV. ADAPTATION OF ICON
We define an IPP in each cell to impose on each of its
neighbors, and initially set all equal to the IPP found for the
given network structure for the particular cell type. Modifiable
attributes of the internal IPP are as explained in Section III-A
and shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Interference Power Profile (IPP) for cell u. Green curve is the IPP
that cell k has to respect for cell u.
At ICIC adaptation time, all cells broadcast the average
utility they achieved in the previous period (e.g. on X2 channel
in LTE). Then each cell k updates the CuHIR for the IPP it
imposes on its neighbor u as follows,
C˜u,kHIR(t+ 1) = max
{
C˜u,kHIR(t)+
α.
(
Uu(t)− Uk(t)
(Uu(t) + Uk(t))/2
)
.CBw, C
u
HIR
}
and the low interference power limit, P˜ul is updated by,
P˜u,kl (t+ 1) = max
{
P˜u,kl (t)+
β.
(
Uu(t)− Uk(t)
(Uu(t) + Uk(t))/2
)
.Puh , P
u
l
}
where Uk(t) is the utility achieved in cell k at time t. For our
problem, Uk(t) = mini(Ri,k). α and β are step size values
for the updates, and are in the range [0, 1]. The larger the step
size, the faster the convergence but the more the possibility
of having to backtrack. Also, the larger step size value for
a given parameter, the more adaptable that parameter will be.
For example, a designer may choose to only adapt the P˜ls and
not the C˜HIRs, and vice versa by setting α or β to zero. Step
sizes can also be adaptive, and vary depending on the range
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Values
Number of cells 19, with wrap around
Users per cell for adaptive method 19-21, uniformly distributed
Site to site distance (m) 130
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Number of subbands 63
Max Power per user per band 250mW/63
Path loss model (dB) 30 log10R, R in (m).
Fractional power control α = 1, Γ differs.
IoT ICon=10, Reuse1=13 (dB)
PF scheduling parameters a = 3.5
FFR reuse 1 band /total band η = 45/63
SFR parameters pl/ph = 1/10, γ = 6 dB
PF Scheduling at every: 1 frame (1ms)
Optimal Scheduling at every: 10 frames (10ms)
Step sizes for adaptive ICon α = β = 0.2
TABLE II
5 PERCENTILE RATE, ICON WITH PF, WITH IOT=10 DB IN LOW
INTERFERENCE REGION.
Rate(Kbps) Pl = Ph/20 Ph/10 Ph/4 Ph/2
CHIR = 9 429.50 487.00 568.00 491.00
18 439.50 488.00 558.50 483.00
27 458.50 535.00 545.50 496.50
36 538.50 632.00 539.00 476.00
54 625.50 577.00 510.00 487.50
of each parameter. Finally, the modified parameters need to be
communicated to neighboring base-stations.
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Fig. 4. CDF of achieved rates in a cell using various inter-cell interference
coordination and scheduling schemes.
We provide Monte Carlo simulations for a 19 cell
hexagonal 2-D cellular network, similar to one given in
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Fig. 5. Close-up of Fig. 4 demonstrating the five percentile rate achieved in
each of the methods.
micro case for LTE [1]. We use wrap around in order to
avoid boundary inconsistencies. Simulation parameters are
given in Table I. We simulate several common ICIC and
resource allocation methods: Reuse 1, SFR, and FFR, all
with fractional power control and using proportionally fair
scheduling, with parameters given in Table I. We simulate
our ICIC method, ICon, with proportionally fair intra-cell
scheduling, and with optimum intra-cell scheduling given in
Section III-B. We perform simulations for 4 cell sizes, with
site to site distance ranging from 32.5 (m) to 260 (m).
First, to find the Pl and CHIR parameters for ICon,
we find the 5 percentile rate achieved using a range of Pl
and CHIR values. An example is given in Table II, which
demonstrates this for site to site distance of 130 (m). In this
case Pl = Ph/10 and CHIR = 36 achieves the highest 5
percentile rate.
Figure 4 demonstrates the CDFs of rates achieved by users
in each scheme for site to site distance of 130 (m), and Figure
5 is the closeup of the 5 percentile region of the curves.
Given these parameters, Reuse 1, SFR, and FFR achieve
similar 5 percentile rates, but FFR performs worse than SFR
and Reuse 1 for high rate users. ICon with both optimal and
PF scheduling methods achieve higher 5 percentile rate than
other methods, with 18% for ICon with PF and 20% for
ICon with optimal scheduling. Additionally, we observe that
the optimal scheduling does not achieve in a much higher
performance compared with PF, only about 1% gain in rate.
The reason for this is that the approximation of interference
in the next scheduling time as the average of the past is not
accurate. Furthermore, optimal scheduling is done once every
10 frames, whereas PF is at every frame, which decreases the
accuracy of interference prediction.
Lastly, we demonstrate the adaptation of ICon in Figure
6. Initially we run the simulations with static ICon with
parameters as above, until the rates settle to fixed values. Then
we start the adaptation algorithm. We plot the five percentile
rate versus the number of iterations of the adaptive method.
From the first iteration, the 5 percentile rate is instantly
increased by 18 Kbps, and eventually converges to an 5% gain
over static ICon. This demonstrates both rapid convergence
and performance gain over the static case.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of 5 percentile rate when the ICon adaptation is allowed.
ICon with PF scheduling for site to site = 130 (m), users per cell: 19-21,
uniformly distributed.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work we propose a new inter-cell interference
management method (ICon) for OFDMA based networks,
such as LTE of 3G and WiMAX. ICon is based on setting
interference power limits on each subband for each cell,
requiring the neighboring cells to respect the imposed limits.
Our simulations show that ICon achieves up to 18% gain over
reuse 1 for the 5 percentile rate in a typical cellular network.
ICon is easily and rapidly adapted to the performance obtained
by each cell, which results in balancing of the performance
over the whole network.
We also propose a two phase solution to the NP-hard
problem of resource allocation in multicell OFDMA-based
networks. First, ICon performs inter-cell resource manage-
ment, updating interference power limits for each cell. Second,
the intra-cell optimal scheduling assigns resources in each cell
while meeting the constraints imposed by ICon. The optimal
intra-cell scheduling is found to be a linear optimization
problem for which efficient solutions exist. Static ICon with
optimal scheduling performs 20% better than reuse 1 in terms
of 5 percentile rate, and the adaptive method adds an additional
5% gain over this value.
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